nanscience

Synchrotron radiation

The properties of matter at nanoscale dimensions can be dramatically different from the bulk or the constituent molecules. The differences arise through quantum confinement, altered thermodynamics or changed chemical reactions. These features make the ALS an ideal choice for the study of nanoscience.

High brightness confers three major advantages:

• High coherence for speckle and imaging
• High spatial resolution for microscopy
• High luminosity for spectroscopy and mapping

To serve a broad spectrum of applications, beamlines at the ALS make use of four types of light sources. Undulator beamlines are the most common, providing intense monochromatic light. Collimated synchrotron radiation in a narrow cone in the forward direction.

The Molecular Foundry at Berkeley Lab will be ready for occupancy in 2006. The Molecular Foundry is to bring under one roof fabrication, measurement, and analysis. The philosophy of the iterative one, involving design, synthesis, measurement, and analysis.

The development cycle for nanotechnology. The ALS is a “third-generation” source. The storage ring has long straight sections designed to accommodate special magnetic devices called undulators that generate an extremely bright beam confined to a narrow cone in the forward direction. The electrons in the storage ring orbit about the central trajectory, thereby generating intense radiation in a narrow cone.
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• High coherence for speckle and imaging
• High spatial resolution for microscopy
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These features make the ALS an ideal choice for nanoscale materials research and for the investigation of nanoscale length scale experiments.
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The density of small elements can be reduced significantly by 10–20% over 30 years, significantly reducing the density of materials. However, the density of materials is limited by the size of the elements. Nanostructures, such as quantum dots, can be used to create new materials with improved properties. Quantum confinement can affect the properties of semiconductors, such as quantum wells, which are used in lasers and LEDs. Quantum confinement can also affect the properties of materials, such as graphene, which is used in electronic devices.

Quantum effects are the most commonly known processes that affect nanostructures. At least one dimension of a solid becomes comparable to the de Broglie wavelength, new properties appear. Quantum confinement occurs when the dimensions of a material are comparable to the wavelength of the electrons. The properties of materials can be tailored to specific applications by controlling the size and shape of the nanostructures.

The optical to print actual test patterns with current meter on ALS Beamline 12.0.1 and using field printing capabilities to their interferometric performance. The required performance by adding small-particle interference has been verified that the optics fabricated for a prototype EUV system can achieve 10-nm feature sizes, proving possible to measure the effect of tunneling between layers and to detect the envelope function of quantum states.

An industrial-national laboratory effort to bring EUV lithography into the market is expected to result in ever smaller, faster, and cheaper computers. The traditional technique for printing circuit patterns, optical lithography, is being replaced by reflective optics (mirrors) to image patterns from masks onto the silicon wafer. This results in a process known as EUV lithography, which is performed by Berkeley Lab's P. Naulleau and Livermore National Laboratory's L. Terminello. EUV lithography is instrumental in a 5-year, $250-million industrial-national laboratory effort to bring EUV lithography into the market. The first computer processors produced in the form of new nanotechnologies. At the ALS, this process has already begun with critical nanolithography. The combination of x-ray absorption spectroscopy with angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy can be used to study nanosystems. With angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), it is possible to map out the energy–momentum–E(k)–dispersion relations for electronic states. The occurrence of electron–hole plasmon-exciton interference in quantum-confined structures is a promising new application of x-ray technology. The combination of x-ray absorption spectroscopy and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is a powerful technique for studying quantum-confined structures.

Quantum confinement can also affect the properties of materials, such as graphene, which is used in electronic devices. The properties of materials can be tailored to specific applications by controlling the size and shape of the nanostructures.

The present photomask electron microscope of the ALS (PEEM2) has a spatial resolution of 50–100 nm. The magnetic imaging (PAPEx) has a spatial resolution of 30–50 nm. The PAPEx provides an atomic contrast imaging technique for magnetic samples, which can be extracted from data and microscopically resolved. The position of the vortex core is extracted from the images. Physical quantities such as the vortex orientation and dimension—the response of the magnetic damping—can be calculated from the images. The present photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) provides atomic contrast imaging and can be used to study magnetic materials. A spectacular demonstration of this capability is provided by recent tomography studies of biological molecular systems.